
Lens Culture review

Judith,

First, let me assure you that your concept for most of the
photographs reaches your goal of conveying memory and time & loss.
I say most of the photographs because number three it’s difficult to
view and also appears to be a repetition of the same archival image
and its formatting interrupts your ability to be a memory. Some of
course you’re much stronger than others, and I feel that the when you
have use your own history it is much more important in the imaging
process than where you have used acquired images. This may be
because you have a connection to them and are using that either
consciously or subconsciously and to generate more interesting
images.

Also I noticed that the background or base image for most of these
images seem to be at the same body of water. And the strength of
this comes from the fact that it appears that you grew up buy this
water and that is related through the imagery. Because of this the
strength and the images comes from when you are using your own
history as in number one, rather than I’m acquired image as in
number four.

The mixed coloration that you have chosen is interestingly affective
particularly where you use a subtractive layering technique to remove
or alter the background coloration in your construction. This gives a
interesting modulation of the space that in many ways accents the
differences and similarities of the images.

One of my major negative critiques of the way you have presented
your submission is that I would’ve like to have seen these images all
floated within the white of the paper-base. Where are you run up
against the borders or go flush to the border well leaving other parts
white creates an unneeded tension in the images. It also reduces
some of the ability for the images to work as a successful grouping.
For example the formatting of number three and 10 do not work well



with images such as number one to and five. If they were all floated in
the white space than they would have a similarity because of
formatting. But this is an easy thing for you to accomplish simply by
increasing your canvas size of your layers before your printing.

I think your idea of mixing present at old photographs has been quite
successfully done and as mentioned above where you have injected
yourself into the images they become much more interesting to the
viewer. Because if you are going to be comparing non-personal
archives, then you have taken yourself out of the work more so then
when you use your historical images.

It is good work and I hope your professors at the Open University see
it as positively as I do. Go back rummaging through your history as
captured in snapshots and think a lot more about the overall
formatting as a tool to make your series hold together better. Good
luck in the future.
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